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Abstract—Associative classification is a combination of 

association rule mining and classification for prediction. For 

mining associative classification, traditional algorithms generate 

the complete set of association rules, and then use a minimum 

confidence threshold to select interesting rules for classification. 

If the number of association rules is very large, it is time 

consuming to select only the interesting rules. In this paper, a 

new algorithm, called TOPAC (Top Associative Classification), 

is proposed to solve the problem. The TOPAC algorithm 

directly produces the interesting rules without the generation of 

candidate rules. Moreover, it discovers the interesting rules 

based on frequent closed itemsets to reduce the redundancy 

rules.  

 
Index Terms—Associative classification, association rule, 

closed itemset, high confidence.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

CBA was introduced to integrate association rule mining 

and classification for prediction. It first generates all frequent 

itemsets based on the Apriori algorithm [1] to find candidate 

rules. Then the most effective rules are selected from the 

candidate rules to form a classifier. Since the Apriori 

algorithm finds frequent itemsets from all possible candidate 

itemsets, CBA consumes time to find actual frequent itemsets. 

Like CBA, CMAR generates association rules from frequent 

itemsets and then selects the most effective rules from them to 

form a classifier. It adopts the FP-Growth algorithm [9] to 

minimize candidate generation in CBA and proposes multiple 

rules for prediction. CMAR has been shown to outperform 

CBA in accuracy. CPAR (Classification based on Predictive 

Association Rules) adopts FOIL [10] to avoid the generation 

of a large number of candidate rules and uses the PNArray 

data structure [4] to reduce time consumed by FOIL. MMAC 

was proposed to combine conflicting rules into one 

multi-class label rule in the form 1 2, ,..., kX c c c where 

1 2, ,..., kc c c is a list of ranked class labels associated with the 

frequent itemset X.  MMAC scans datasets to generate a 

complete set of association rules and discovers more rules 

having no lower than the minimum support and minimum 

confidence threshold from the remaining unclassified until no 

further frequent items can be found. Then the rules will be 

merged to form multi-class label rules to be used for 

prediction. MCAR improves the efficiency of the rule 

discovery by using the transaction IDs intersection method 
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[11]. It stores items along with their transaction ids in arrays 

and then intersects the transaction ids to find frequent itemsets. 

Using this method is an efficient approach to obtaining 

frequent items that involve more than one attribute. 

Furthermore, the support and confidence values are easily 

found. In addition, MCAR uses a rule ranking method to 

ensure that the rules with high confidence are part of the 

classifier. ACAC was proposed to mine association rules 

based on Apriori, but it adds all-confidence threshold in the 

mining process. Association rules satisfying a minimum 

support and all-confidence threshold are selected as candidate 

rules, then the candidate rules will be selected to be in a 

classifier if they pass a given confidence threshold. Unlike the 

previously mentioned algorithms, ACCF produces 

association rules based on closed frequent itemsets by 

adopting the CHARM algorithm [12]. Therefore, it can 

reduce a large number of generated frequent itemsets and 

association rules. In addition, ACCF gives a small set of 

predictive rules with high quality and no redundancy. 

However, it has to generate candidate rules and then prune 

them by using a minimum confidence threshold. 

The above mentioned algorithms mine frequent itemsets 

or closed frequent itemsets first and then match them with 

classes to generate association rules as candidate rules, then 

the interesting rules for prediction are selected from the 

candidate rules by using a given minimum confidence 

threshold. Unfortunately, if a large number of candidate rules 

are generated, it will take significant effort to select the 

interesting rules from the large number of candidate rules. 

Furthermore, they may miss interesting rules whose supports 

are below the minimum support threshold but have high 

confidence [13]. Such rules have a good classification power, 

but are missing. 

In this paper, a new efficient algorithm, called TOPAC, is 

proposed to mine classification rules without candidate rules 

generated. TOPAC produces only classification rules whose 

confidence pass a given minimum confidence threshold. 

Therefore, it does not use effort to generate unnecessary rules. 

Moreover, TOPAC produces the classification rules based on 

closed itemsets to give a small number of high quality 

predictive rules with no redundancy.  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Some 

basic definitions are given in Section 2. The TOPAC 

algorithm is presented in Section 3. The performance of 

TOPAC is analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the paper is 

concluded in Section 5. 
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II. BASIC DEFINITIONS 

Let D be a set of transactions, I be a set of items and C be a 

set of classes in the database, each transaction d D  follows 

the scheme 1 2( , ,..., , )ki i i c where i I  and c C . An itemset 

X is a set of items. The support of itemset X is a number of 

transactions containing X, denoted as ( )supp X . Length of 

itemset X is a number of items, denoted as l-itemset. Given a 

minimum support threshold min_supp , an itemset X is a 

frequent itemset if ( )supp X min_supp . An itemset X is 

closed if and only if ( ) ( ( )) ( )X f g X fog X X    , where 

the composite function fog  is called a Galois operator or 

closure operator and the function g returns a set of 

transactions supporting a given itemset X , and the function f 

returns the largest itemset included in ( )g X [14, 15]. 

| ( ) |g X is the number of transactions supporting X that is the 

support of X. A classification rule is formed :r X c . The 

support of rule r is a number of transactions containing X and 

c. The confidence of r is ( ) ( )supp Xc supp X [2, 7] that is 

| ( ) | | ( ) |g Xc g X , denoted as ( )conf r . Given a minimum 

confidence threshold min_conf , the rule is confident or 

interesting if ( )conf r min_conf .  

 

III. THE TOPAC ALGORITHM 

A. Generation Closed Itemsets 

TOPAC is proposed to generate rules from closed itemsets, 

because the number of rules is smaller than the rules 

generated from frequent itemsets. Moreover, the rule can 

express more information than those generated from frequent 

itemsets. TOPAC discovers closed itemsets by adopting the 

transaction IDs intersection method to find a closed itemset 

based on lemma 1 [2, 3]. 

Lemma 1 Given an itemset X and an item 

, ( ) ({ })i I g X g i  if and only if ( )i X .  

From Lemma 1, the same closure may be calculated twice 

from two different itemsets. Therefore, an itemset has to be 

checked for duplication first before producing a closed 

itemsets. An itemset X is checked for duplication with 

post-items. If ( )l post items X   such that ( ) ({ })g X g l , 

then itemset X is discarded. Otherwise, it is computed to find a 

closed itemsets with pre-items [16]. If 

( )j pre items X  and ( ) ( )g X g j , then ( )j X . After a 

closed itemset discovery, the closed itemset will be extended 

with pre-items which are not included in the closed itemset. 

Then the extended itemsets are used to find other closed 

itemsets. 

Example 1 The table I shows transaction ids of each item and 

class in the dataset. The distinct items are sorted in 

descending order of the number of transactions. The closed 

itemset be is extended with all items that are not included in 

be, i.e., items a, c and d. Therefore itemset be can be extended 

to bea, bec and bed.  All extended itemsets will be checked for 

duplication first. For example, bea is checked for duplication 

with its post-items that are c and d, items appear after item a in 

the sorted items. Itemset bea is not duplicate because g(bea) 

={1,3,4,5}, ( ) ( )g bea g c and ( ) ( )g bea g d . Therefore, it 

is used to generate a closed itemset by included pre-items 

whose transactions containing transactions of bea. There is no 

any pre-items hold the transaction, so bea is a closed itemset. 

 
TABLE I: TRANSACTIONS OF EACH ITEM AND CLASS 

Item Transactions 

 b 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

e 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

a 1, 3, 4, 5 

c 2, 4, 5, 6 

d 1, 3, 5, 6 

Y 1, 2, 3 

N 4, 5, 6 

B. Generating Rules with 100% Confidence 

To find the high quality rules for prediction, the rules with 

high confidence should be found first. In the first step, 

TOPAC divides datasets according to classes into 

sub-datasets and then mines the sub-datasets as shown in 

Fig.1. At the first level, TOPAC discovers the largest itemsets 

contained in the transactions of c. Then the largest itemsets of 

all sub-transactions of the class are generated in descending 

order of the number of transactions. The largest itemsets at the 

first level are generated by using the items union method. For 

example, the largest itemset contained in transactions of class 

Y can be found by including items contained in transactions 1, 

2 and 3 that is be. If the largest itemset X holds ( ) ( )g X g c , 

then ( ) 100%conf X c   based on theorem 1. If the largest 

itemset X is produced and got the same as ready-produced 

itemset Y. It will be pruned.  

Theorem 1 Given X c , X is a closed itemset and c is a 

class, if ( ) ( )g X g c then ( ) 100%conf X c   

Proof if ( ) ( )g X g c , then ( ) ( )g Xc g X . 

Therefore, ( ) | ( ) | | ( ) | 1conf X c g Xc g X   .  

In conclusion, ( ) 100%conf X c                          

Example 2 From Fig. 1, ( ) ( )g beac g N . Therefore, 

( ) 100%conf beac N  . 

The largest itemsets are all closed itemsets because there is 

no itemsets that is larger than them with the same support. If a 

closed itemset giving the rule having lower than 100% 

confidence is found, it is extended to find other rules based on 

the generation of closed itemsets in section 3.1. If itemset X 

gives a rule with lower than minimum confidence, X will be 

stopped from extending because 

( { } ) ( )conf X i c conf X c    as shown in theorem 2. 

Theorem 2 Given X c , X is a closed itemset and c is a 

class, if ( ) ( )g Xc g X , then 

( { } ) ( )conf X i c conf X c      

Proof ( { }) ( )g X i g X  , so there is a set number of 

transactions T contained in ( )g X , but it is not contained in 

( { })g X i , ( { }) ( )g X i g X T   . 

( { } ) | ( { }) ( ) | | ( { }) |conf X i c g X i g c g X i      . 

Since ( ) ( )g Xc g X and the numerator is not more than the 

denominator, ( { } ) ( )conf X i c conf X c    .                

Example  3 ( ) | ( ) | | ( ) |conf bc N g bcN g bc   

|{3,4,5,6}| / |{2,4,5,6}| 3/ 4  . When item e is added, 
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( ) | ( ) | | ( ) |conf bce N g bceN g bce 

                          |{4,5,6} {6}| |{2,4,5,6} {6}|  

                        |{4,5}| |{2,4,5}| 2 3 

In conclusion,  ( ) ( )conf bc N conf bec N   .

The mining process step of TOPAC is displayed in Fig.2.

After the mining process is stopped, there are only two 

interesting rules generated belonging to class Y as shown in

Fig.1, i.e., beadY: 2/3 and beY: 3/5 (rule:confidence). 

The interesting rules generated belonging to class N are 

beacN : 2/2, bcdN: 2/2, beacdN: 1/1, becN: 2/3 and

bcN: 3/4. 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Interesting rules belonging (a) class Y and (b) class N

Fig. 2. The TOPAC Algorithm

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Space Analysis

The traditional algorithms produce all frequent itemsets 

and then combine them with classes to produce the candidate 

rules. Given FI is a set of frequent itemsets and C is a set of 

classes, the number of candidate rules is | | . | |FI C . 

Therefore, the memory allocation of the traditional algorithms 

is (| | . | |)O FI C . The ACCF algorithm generates the 

candidate rules from all closed itemsets combined with 

classes. Given CI is a set of closed itemsets, the memory 

allocation of ACCF is (| | . | |)O CI C . Since | | | |CI FI , the 

number of candidate rules generated by the ACCF algorithm 

is always smaller than the number of candidate rules 

generated by the traditional algorithms. For TOPAC 

algorithm, it produces only a set of closed itemsets (CF) 

which lead to the rules having confidence not lower than 

min_conf. Therefore, the worst case memory allocation of 

TOPAC is (| | . | |)O CF C .  TOPAC allocates only the 

interesting rules, which is smaller than the number of 

candidate rules generated by the ACCF algorithm.  The 

TOPAC algorithm is therefore more efficient than the ACCF 

algorithm in term of space allocation.

B. Time Analysis

The traditional algorithms are time consuming to produce 

frequent itemsets for producing the candidate rules. If the task 

of finding all frequent itemsets is essentially linear in the 

database size, the time complexity for finding the frequent 

itemsets is | |(| | . | | .2 )IO FI D [12]. The frequent itemsets are 

matched with classes to get the candidate rules using 

(| | . | |)O FI C and then the interesting rules are selected from 

the candidates by using (| | . | |)O FI C . Therefore, the overall 

cost of the traditional algorithm is 
| | 2((| | . | | .2 ) (| | . | |) )IO FI D FI C . Unlike the tradition 

algorithms, ACCF produces closed itemsets to generate the 

candidate rules based on the CHARM algorithm. It uses 

(| | . | |))O CI D to produce the closed itemsets [12]. Therefore, 

ACCF costs 2((| | . | |) (| | . | |) )O CI D CI C . The TOPAC 

algorithm produces only closed itemsets leading to the rules 

having confidence not lower than min_conf.  In addition, it 

does not need to match closed itemsets with classes. 

Therefore, TOPAC costs ((| | . | |))O CF D that is more 

efficient than the traditional algorithms and ACCF in term of 

computation time. 

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new algorithm, called TOPAC, for

mining associative classification. The TOPAC algorithm 

produces interesting rules for prediction without candidate 

rules generated. Firstly, the rules with high confidence are 

produced and then the closed itemsets having lower than 

100% confidence will be extended to find other interesting 

rules. If the closed itemset has a lower minimum confidence, 

it will be stopped from extending. The rules with lower 

Y: 123

beY: 123 beY: 12 beadY: 13 beY: 23 beadY: 1 becY: 2 beadY: 3

beaY: 13 becY: 2 bedY: 13 beacdY: 

N: 456

bcN: 456 beacN: 45 bcN: 46 bcdN: 56 beacN: 4 beacdN: 5 bcdN: 6

becN: 45 bacN: 45 bcdN: 56

1. Algorithm:  TOPAC (min_conf)

2. Input: A database D, A minimum confident min_conf.

3. Output: A set of top rules TR.

4. Method:

5. scan database and find a set of transactions of each item and class

6. sort distinct items in descending order of their supports

7. divide dataset according to class c1,c2,…ck

8. for each ci

9.     find the largest itemsets Xj containing in g(ci) and all subset of g(ci)

10.     for each Xj  

11.         if g(Xj) g(ci) then conf(r:Xjci)=100%     

12.             TR = TR  r

13.         else if conf(r: Xjc) = |g(Xjc)|/|g(Xj)| ≥min_conf  then  

14.             TR = TR  r

15.             extend Xj  with all items i pre-items(Xj) ; Yh = Xj  i

16.     for each  Yh

17.         if conf(r: Yhc) = |g(Yhc)|/|g(Yh)| ≥min_conf  and !duplicate(Yh) 

then  

18.            find (Yh)

19.           r: (Yh)c

20.            TR = TR  r

21.            extend (Yh) with all i pre-items((Yh))

22.        for each extended itemsets  

23.            do step 17-23 
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minimum confidence are not produced. Therefore, TOPAC is 

efficient in terms of time and memory space. 
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